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BAG Xpress makes progress in Orly trials
Aéroports de Paris (ADP) and
French baggage-handling
companyAlstef are trialling a

one-stop check-in and baggage

drop-offsolution.
Sébastien Pichereau, ADP

senior strategy manager, told IHS

I ane's that B AG Xpress replaced
two standard drop-off stations.
"Six BAG Xpress lunitsl can
easily be installed in an area oc-

cupied by 1 0 standard drop-off
stations," he said.

To process an hourly flow of
600 passengers, each with one
bag to drop off, six BAG Xpresses

would be required to replace up
to 12 standard stations while us-
ing 1 7 per cent less floor space.

A web interface connects the
radio-frequency identifl cation
(RFlD)-enabled BAG Xpress

to airline departure control
systems. "It is easy to use and

maintain with a 99 per cent
satisfaction rate, as it has been
running as a pilot project in
Terminal West at Paris Orly for
five months," Pichereau said. "It

is available 2417 and its payback
time lreturn on investment] is
less than a year."

The fastest usage rate at Orly
was 91 passengers an hour, with
an average'speed'of60 an hour,
This equates to a baggage drop-off '

time of30 seconds a passenger.

Various layouts are possible,

in the form ofstandalone units
connected to a lift to transfer the
bags down to a sortation area, or
several units grouped all along a
single collecting line.

A one-stop shop
for baggage drop:
Alstef and ADP
displayed their BAG
Xpress solution at
P"tE2012.

For airlines this would reduce
operational costs and waiting
times at check-in points - as well
as increase passenger satisfac-

tion. BAG Xpress could also

enable airports to make better
use of existing infrastructure,
clearing baggage bottlenecks
while creating space for com-
mercial use.

Pichereau noted that, across

the industry, 70 per cent ofhold
baggage is self-tagged at kiosks in
the airport - but soon most tags
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will be printed by passengers at
home and the bags dropped offat
the airport. There is a slight risk
that a bottleneck might form
around baggage selFdrop-off in
future, so Pichereau admitted:
"We have to define and imple-
ment new processes and redesign
the terminal."

Alstefbegan work on the
project in 2009. The solution
differs from two-step, drop-off
processes, in which passengers

use a self-service kiosk to check
in and print out boarding passes

and bag tags, before proceeding
to the bag-drop area.

BAG Xpress is a two-in-one so-

Iution. Before dropping offtheir
bags, the passengeÍs complete
all check-in operations (print-

ing ofboarding passes and bag

tags, payment ofany surcharge

and attaching the tags to their
luggage) using a touchscreen.
The drop-offarea ofthe machine
includes boarding pass scanning
and baggage receipt printing in
one device. FN

Toulouse prepares
for NFC trial

Toulouse-Blagnac Airport in
France is launching a Near Field
Communication (NFc) trial in
collaboration with Research In
Motion, Orange and SITA.

Starting in mid-2}I 2, 50
frequent flyers will test a SIM
card-based safety protocol on
BlackBerry NFC smartphones.

A SlM-based unit could enable
passengers to use an NFC-
enabled phone as a boarding
pass to open security, airline
lounge and boarding gates auto-
matically (as demonstrated by
SITA Lab in 20 1 1 ).

In the trial at Toulouse, pas-

sengers will be able to access the
P1 car park using their smart-
phone, with subsequent access
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to departures via the premium
access zone. They will also be
able to use a private departures
lounge without needing to
present additional credentials.
Throughout their journey
through the airport, passengers

on the trial will receive real-time
information on their flight.

The developers aim to deploy
the NFC functionalities for pas-

senger processing in a smart-
phone application in 20 1 3-14.

NFC is a standards-based,

short-range wireless system for
implementing instantaneous,
secuÍe, contactless communica-
tions between enabled devices.

NFC has the potential to
deliver several advantages in
passenger processing: it is highly
secure, remains active even
when the smartphone is turned
offand does not require any

special software or'app'to func-
tion. These and other advantages

mean that a passenger using an

NFC-enabled device can move
through the airport faster than
with any ofthe processes avail-
able today. BV

Pulkovo orders
power systems
Cavotec is to manufacture and

install ground power systems as

part of the major development
programme at st Petersburg
Pulkovo International Airport.

The order comprises 90
electrical supply hatch pits and
electrical converters (90 kVA).
Deliveries are scheduled for
2012, with installations to be

concluded in 201 3 when a new
terminal opens at Pulkovo. BV

San Francisco
upgrades inline BHS

Vanderlande Industries has been
awarded a USD64 million inline
baggage screening recapitalisa-
tion contract for San Francisco

International Airport.
The airport is replacing the

inline baggage-handling system
(SHS) installed before the 1 1

September 2001 terroÍ attacks
on the US. Work comprises the
installation of new replacement
explosives-detection systems
(EDSs) in the International Ter-
minal and Terminal 3; upgrades

to the baggage-handling system
with Vanderlande high-capacity
diverters and high-level upgrades
to the existing control systems;

and upgrades to the transfer
input lines inTerminal 3. BV
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